Seminar on the Field Works of Asia-Europe Researchers

Putucceri Jan.8

A Seminar for the Researchers who had undertaken field research on Asian Studies was held yesterday in the French School for Asian Studies. A Seminar, attended by more than 40 Asia-European scholars who have undertaken field works in Asian studies, explaining their experiences in field studies was held in the French School for Asian Studies yesterday. Mr.Verellen, President of the French Schools for Asian Studies in South East Asian countries welcomed all. Mr.Dominic Goodall, Director, French School for Asian Studies at Puducherry presided over. Mr.Jerome Bonnafont, French Ambassador to India inaugurated the seminar and offered felicitations. Researchers who participated in the Seminar shared their experiences with regard to their research, about the copying of palm-leaf manuscripts, on religions, literature, grammar, iconography, epigraphic collections, architecture, restoration of ancient architecture in Asian and European countries. There was also a discussion on future requirements. Many scholars from India and Europe participated.